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RER 3GP Converter is a powerful video converter that can convert all popular video to
3GP/3GPP/3G2/3GP2 video playable on your mobile phone. A professional mobile phone
tool 100% supported by Motorola, Nokia or other software 3GP players. Easy to use and free
to try.

Key Features

Convert 3GP files from video/audio
RER 3GP Converter can convert 3GP files from all video/audio formats: 3GP/3GPP,
3G2/3GP2, MJPEG, AVI, DivX, Xvid, MPG, MPEG(MPEG-1/2), DAT, FLV, MKV(Matroska),
QuickTime(MOV,QT), MP4, M4V, VOB, WMV, ASF, TS, MPEG-4 AVC, DVR-MS, H.263,
H.264, X.264, FLAC, M4A, WAV, AU, AIFF, WMA, MP2, MP3, OGG, AAC, AC3. You can
also get 3G2 files for output by setting parameters to choose 3G2 profile. And, RER 3GP
Converter can make your video file of 3GP convert to video formats 3GP and 3G2.

Convert to MP3 audio
RER 3GP Converter can convert all video/audio formats to MP3 audio.

Easy to use 3GP converter
If you are a veteran, you will find everything can be called up with a simple mouse click, and
the learning curve is near zero. And 3GP file converter can start working from the first launch
with the simple and intuitive interface.

Customize output quality
RER 3GP Converter provides flexible output profiles. User can easily customize the video
properties, such as file size, bit rate, NTSC/PAL, frame rate, audio codec, and sample rate. It
is easy to modify the name and path of the output file.

Best 3GP Converter
All decoders and encoders are built in this multimedia software. Once you download and
install the 3GP converter, all supported formats can be converted without downloading any
more codec

Batch mode 3GP file converter
Convert several video files with task list with high output quality.

Safe to install, viruses-free
We respect your privacy. There are no spyware and adware in RER 3GP Converter.

Email reply within 24 hours
Lifetime free technical support, free upgrade and best quality service. Free download RER
3GP Converter!
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 Minimum System Requirement
Platforms: Windows 2000, XP, 2003
Processor: Intel / AMD Compatible at 750M HZ or above
RAM: 512M or above

Recommended System Requirement
Platforms: Windows XP
Processor: Intel / AMD Compatible at 1G HZ or above
RAM: 1GB or above

Windows Vista Supported
Processor: Intel / AMD Compatible at 1.5G HZ or above
RAM: 1GB or above
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